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Abstract 
Thomassen (1991) proved that there is no degree of strong connectivity which guarantees 
a cycle through two given vertices in a digraph. In this paper we consider a large family 
of digraphs, including symmetric digraphs (i.e. digraphs obtained from undirected graphs by 
replacing each edge by a directed cycle of length two), semicomplete bipartite digraphs, locally 
semicomplete digraphs and all digraphs that can be obtained from acyclic digraphs and those 
mentioned above, by repeated substitutions of digraphs from one of these classes for vertices. 
We prove that for every natural number k, every k-strong digraph D from the family above is 
k-cyclic, i.e. for every set X of k vertices of D, there exists a cycle of D containing all the 
vertices of X. In particular, this implies that every k-strong quasi-transitive digraph is k-cyclic. 
We prove that if X is a set of vertices in a k-strong digraph D such that the maximum size 
of an independent set in the digraph induced by X is at most k, then D has a collection of 
disjoint cycles (possibly one) covering all the vertices of X. This generalizes a previous result 
by Jackson and Ordaz (1985). 
Finally, we consider k-cyclic semicomplete multipartite digraphs (SMD). We conjecture that 
every k-strong SMD is k-cyclic and provide some support for this conjecture. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known and easy to prove, using Menger's Theorem, that every k-connected 
undirected graph has a cycle through every set of k specified vertices. As mentioned in 
the abstract this result does not extend to digraphs and only a few classes are known for 
which a similar result holds. Since every strong tournament is hamiltonian, tournaments 
constitute such a class. It was shown in [5] that every k-strong semicomplete bipartite 
digraph is k-cyclic. Every undirected graph G corresponds to a symmetric digraph 
D (obtained by replacing each edge by a directed cycle of length 2). Clearly, D is 
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k-strong if and only if G is k-connected. Hence symmetric digraphs constitute another 
class of digraphs for which k-strong implies k-cyclicity. 
In Section 4 of this paper we consider a much wider class of digraphs, properly 
containing all of the above classes, namely the class described loosely in the abstract 
(a precise definition is given in Section 4). This class also has the property that every 
k-strong digraph from the class is k-cyclic. 
Our results imply that every k-strong quasi-transitive digraph (see the definition in 
Section 2) is k-cyclic. Quasi-transitive digraphs were studied in [4] and were shown 
to share many nice properties with tournaments. 
An obvious necessary condition for a digraph to have a cycle C covering all the 
vertices of X for some subset X of V(D), is that D contains a collection of disjoint 
cycles CI . . . .  ,Ct, t ~> 1, covering all the vertices of X. In [13] it was shown that if 
the independence number of D (i.e. the maximum size of a subset Y c_ V(D) which 
induces a digraphs without any arcs) is at most k and D is k-strong, then D contains a 
spanning collection of disjoint cycles. Hence, this global condition on D is sufficient o 
guarantee a set of disjoint cycles covering X. In this paper we prove a generalization of 
the above result. Namely, we prove that if the subgraph induced by X has independence 
number at most k and D is k-strong, then D contains a collection of disjoint cycles 
C 1 . . . . .  C t ,  t ~> 1, covering all the vertices of X. 
In Section 5 we consider k-cyclic semicomplete multipartite digraphs. We conjecture 
that every k-strong semicomplete multipartite digraph is k-cyclic and provide some 
support for this. We prove that if X is a set of k independent vertices in a k-strong 
semicomplete multipartite digraph D, then D has a cycle covering all the vertices 
of X. 
2. Terminology 
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the standard terminology on graphs 
and digraphs and refer the reader to [7]. 
V(D) always denotes the vertex set of a digraph D. For a subset X of V(D), D(X) 
denotes the subgraph of D induced by X. 
By a cycle (path) we mean a directed cycle (path, respectively). A digraph D is 
k-cyclic if, for every set X of k vertices of D, there is a cycle of D containing all 
the vertices of X. A collection F of t vertex disjoint cycles of a digraph D is called 
a t-cycle subgraph or cycle subgraph (when the value of t is not important) of D. 
A digraph D is strongly connected (or just strong) if there exists a path from x to y 
and a path from y to x for every choice of distinct vertices x, y of D. A digraph D is 
k-strong (k > 0) if for any X c V(D) of at most k - 1 vertices, D - X is strong. 
For two sets X, Y of vertices of D, a path P is called an (X, Y)-path if P starts at a 
vertex x EX,  terminates at a vertex y E Y and V(P)N(XU Y)= {x,y}. I f  X= {x} and 
Y = {y}, we shall say that P is an (x, y )-path. The (v,w)-subpath of a path or cycle 
P will be denoted by P[v, w]. 
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Let C =xlx2...x~.xl be a cycle. Then we shall usually denote xi+l by x + and xi-l 
by xi-, where i = 1,2 . . . . .  c and all subscripts are taken modulo c. When we use such 
notation a vertex considered belongs to a cycle specified from the context. Moreover, 
if X is a subset of the vertex set of a cycle C, then X * = {x-- : x C X}. 
A digraph D is called semicomplete k-partite or multipartite (when the value of k is 
not important) if the vertices of V(D) can be partitioned into k subsets (called colour 
classes) such that every two vertices from the same colour class are non-adjacent and 
every two vertices from different colour classes are adjacent (i.e. there is at least one 
arc between them). A semicomplete k-partite digraph is called a semicomplete di~lraph 
if it has k vertices. 
A digraph D is called locally semicomplete, if for every vertex x of D, both the 
set of its in-neighbours of x and the set of out-neighbours of x induce semicomplete 
digraphs. A digraph D is quasi-transitive if whenever arcs (x ,y)  and (y,z) are in D, 
then either (x,z) or (z,x) is in D, where x,y,z  are distinct vertices of D. A digraph 
D is ,s3,mmetric if, for every pair x and v of adjacent vertices of D, each of the arcs 
(x,y) and (y,x)  are in D. 
3. Cycle subgraphs covering specified vertices 
A set of vertices X in a digraph D is called independent i f the digraph induced by 
X in D has no arcs. Jackson and Ordaz [13] proved the following result. 
Proposition 3.1. I f  D is' a k-stron(l di~traph such that the maximum size of an inde- 
pendent set in D is at most k, then D has a spanninq cTcle subgraph. 
In this section we prove a generalization of this result and discuss its relevance to 
the problem of finding a cycle through a specified set of vertices. We first recall the 
classical theorem by Hoffmann, characterizing the existence of a feasible circulation 
in a network with upper and lower bounds on the arcs. Below we use the following 
notation. If X is a subset of the vertex set of a digraph D, then we denote by )? the 
set V(D)\X. The set of arcs from X to )~ is denoted by (X,X) and if r is a function 
on the arc set of D, then r(X,X) = ~{r(u ,  v)I (u, v) E (X,)()}. A circulation is a flow 
of value zero. 
Theorem 3.2 (Hoffmann [12]). Let N = (V,E, ¢,c) denote a network with ~:ertex set 
V, arc" set E and lower (upper) bound ¢(e) (c(e)) on eveo' arc e E E. Suppose /(e), 
c(e) are non-negative inteqers for each e CE. There exists an inteqer valued 
j~,asible circukaion f in N !f and on O, ({" c(X,X) >~ I ' ( ) ( ,X)  for all proper subsets 
x ofv.  
For a proof of this Theorem, see for example [8, p. 50]. 
Proposition 3.1 corresponds to the special case X-~ V in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let D = (V,E) be a k-strong digraph and let X C V(D) such that the 
maximum size of an independent set in D(X) is at most k, then D has a cycle 
subyraph (not necessarily spanning) covering X. 
Proof. Let n = IV(D)[ and let D '  = (V' U V",A) be the digraph obtained from D by 
replacing each vertex v E V(D) by two vertices v ~ and v t~ joined by an arc from v ~ to 
v". For each original arc (u, v)E E,D ~ contains the arc (u", v ~) . 
Let N=(  V~U V",A, ~, c) be the network obtained from D t by specifying the following 
lower and upper bounds for the arcs. Every arc of  the kind (u", v ~) (corresponding to an 
original arc in D) has lower bound zero and an upper bound n. Every arc (x,x"), where 
x EX  has lower and upper bound equal to one and every arc of  the kind (u ~, u"), u ~X 
has lower bound zero and upper bound one. 
It is easy to see that every integer valued feasible circulation in N corresponds to 
a cycle subgraph covering X in D and vice versa. Hence, by Theorem 3.2, it suffices 
to prove that for every proper subset U of  V ~ U V" we have c(U, (J) >i ~(0, U). Let 
U be an arbitrary proper subset of  V ~ U V ~. If f (U,  U) ~< 1 there is nothing to prove, 
because D ~ is certainly strongly connected, so we may assume that {(U, U) >~ 2. By 
the construction of  N, it follows that the set of arcs with (= 1 form a matching in the 
bipartite digraph D ~ and furthermore ach of  these arcs is of  the kind (x~,x ") for an 
x E X. Let Z be the set of  vertices z in D for which f(z r, z " )= l and let Z '= {z ~ : z E Z}, 
Z"={z" :  zEZ}.  ThenZC_X, Z"_U  andZ ~CO. 
We first observe that an arc (u, v) between two vertices in Z in D will correspond to 
an arc (u",v ~) with u" E U and v ~ E 0 in N, thus contributing n to c(U, (J). Hence, if 
some z EZ  has an out-neighbour in Z, then c(U, U) >~ ((D, U). Thus we may assume 
that the vertices of  Z induce an independent set in D. By the assumption on X and the 
fact that ZC_X, IZI ~< k. Let u and v be distinct vertices in Z. By Menger's theorem 
D contains a collection of  k paths P1 ,..-,t°k such that each of these paths starts in u 
and ends in v and has no other vertices in common with the other paths. In D ~, each 
of the corresponding paths P~ . . . . .  P~ starts in u" E U and ends in v ~ E U. Furthermore, 
the paths P~ . . . . .  P~ are arc-disjoint. Thus, we have c(U, (J) >~ k >1 f((J, U). Since U 
was an arbitrary proper subset of V the proof of  the theorem is complete. [] 
It is well-known that there is a polynomial algorithm to find, in a given network 
with non-negative integer valued upper and lower bounds on the arcs, either a feasible 
circulation, or a cut violating the condition in Theorem 3.2. Hence the above theorem 
shows the existence of an algorithm, which given a k-strong digraph D and a subset 
X c V(D), either finds a collection of  disjoint cycles covering all the vertices of X, or 
an independent set X ~ c_ X of  size more than k. 
Theorem 3.3 shows that the obvious necessary condition for the existence of a 
cycle covering a specified subset X, namely that there exists some collection of  
disjoint cycles covering X is satisfied in many cases. Indeed, if D is k-strong, then 
we may take X arbitrarily large, provided its independence number stays below 
k+l .  
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We point out that when IX] = k and D is k-strong, then the existence of a cycle 
subgraph covering X can be proved easily using Menger's theorem. 
4. k-Cyclic decomposable digraphs 
In this section we describe a large family of digraphs with the property that every 
k-strong digraph in this family is k-cyclic. 
First we give some additional terminology and notation. We assume that every 
digraph is 0-strong. I f  a digraph D is k-strong, but is not (k + 1)-strong, then we 
call D an exactly k-strong digraph. So, every non-strong digraph is exactly 0-strong. 
A set S of vertices of  D is called a separating set if D -  S is not strong. A separating 
set S of an exactly k-strong digraph D is minimum if ISI = k. 
Let D be a digraph on p vertices vl . . . .  , Vp and let Li . . . . .  Lp be a disjoint collection 
of non-empty digraphs. Then D[LI ,...,Lp] is the new digraph obtained from D by 
replacing each vertex vi of D by Li and adding an arc from every vertex of Li to every 
vertex of L~ if and only if (Vi, l)j) is an arc of D (1 ~< iC j  <~ p). 
Let 45 be a set of digraphs containing the digraph with one vertex; we call the ele- 
ments of 45, 45-graphs. A digraph D is called 45-decomposable if either D has only one 
vertex, or there is a decomposition D=H[SI  . . . . .  Sh], h >/2 such that H E 45 (we call 
this decomposition a 45-decomposition). Note that every 45-graph is 45-decomposable: 
just take each Si as the graph with one vertex. A digraph D is called totally 45- 
decomposable if either D E 45 or there is a 45-decomposition D = H[St . . . . .  Sh] such 
that h ~> 2, and each Si is totally 45-decomposable. 
A digraph D is an extended 45-graph if either it has only one vertex, or there is 
a decomposition D= H[S1 . . . . .  Sh], h >~ 2 such that HE45 and each Si has no arcs. 
Obviously, every 45-graph is an extended 45-graph. We shall consider only sets 45 which 
are closed with respect o the extension, i.e., each extended 45-graph is in 45. 
For a set X of vertices of a digraph D, pc(X,D) denotes the minimum number of 
vertex disjoint paths of  D covering X and D(X) denotes the subgraph of D induced 
by X. Z2 denotes a cycle of length 2. 
Lemma 4.1. Let D be a digraph which can be decomposed as D = Zz[D1,D2], Jor 
some pair of digraphs Dt and D2, and let X c_ V(D ). I f  pc(X • V(DI ), D1 ) <~ IV( D2 )1 
and pc(X A V(D2),D2) <<. IV(DI)I, then there is a cycle C o lD  such that X c V(C). 
Proof. If  I V(D~) I = I V(D2)l then D has a hamiltonian cycle and the claim holds. 
Assume w.l.o.g, that I V(D1)J < IV(D2)[. Let m = I V(DI)I and suppose P1 . . . . .  P,, are 
m vertex disjoint paths of D2. Then there is a cycle C of D that contains all the vertices 
of D i and those in PI . . . . .  Pm. Since pc(X n V(D2),D2) <~ m, the paths Pi . . . . .  Pm can 
be chosen such that X ~ V(D2) C_ V(P1 U •.. U Pm). [] 
Let Er denote the digraph with r vertices and no arcs. The proof of the next lemma 
is very simple and, hence, is omitted. 
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Lemma 4.2. Suppose that D is a digraph which can be decomposed as D= 
F[S1 .. . . .  Sf], where f = ]V(F)I /> 2, and let Do =F[En, .... ,E,,], where ni = ]V(Si)] 
(that is, Do is obtained from D by deletin9 all arcs inside each Si). Then D is stron 9 
if and only if Do is strong. 
Theorem 4.3. Let k be an integer, k >~ 2, and let • be a set of digraphs containin9 
E1 and closed with respect o the extension, and such that every k-strony q~-graph is 
k-cyclic. Then every k-stron9 totally ~-decomposable digraph is k-cyclic. 
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the theorem for exactly k-strong totally 
q~-decomposable digraphs. Let D be an exactly k-strong (k ~> 2) totally ~-decomposable 
digraph on n vertices. We prove that D is k-cyclic. Since D is totally q~-decomposable, 
D=R[M1 . . . . .  Mr], where r= I V(R)I >~ 2, R E 4~ and Mt is totally 4~-decomposable for
every i - -  1 , . . . ,  r. We proceed by induction on n = I V(D)I. I f  n = r, then D = R ~ qb, 
so, we are done. 
Let ni = I V(Mi)I and consider Do =R[En, . . . . .  En,]. The digraph Do E • and, hence by 
the assumption of the theorem, Do is k-cyclic if it is k-strong. Therefore, assume now 
that Do is not k-strong. Then, by Lemma 4.2, we obtain that there exists a minimum 
separating set S of Do and a j (1 ~< j ~< r) such that D - S is a subgraph of M/, the 
digraph My is strong and nj >~ 2. W.l.o.g assume that this j = 1. Then, because D is 
k-strong and ]V(D-  M1 )[ ~< k -  1, we obtain that D = Z2[MI,D- V(M1 )]. 
Let sl and s' be chosen such that Ml is exactly sl-strong and D' = D - V(M1) is 
exactly s'-strong. Then 
k~n-n l+S l  and k<.n l+s ' .  (1) 
Indeed, if S is a separating set of M1, then (V (D) -  V(MI) )US is a separating set 
of D. Analogously, V(M1 )U S' is a separating set of D if S' is a separating set of 
D - V(M1 ). 
Now we show that, for every Y C_ V(M1 ), 
pc(Y, M1) ~ max{l,  [Y] - sl}. (2) 
Indeed, since Ml is Sl-strong totally ~-decomposable and has less than n vertices, M1 
is s~-cyclic (Sl > 0) by induction. So, at least rain{s1, IYI} vertices of Y lie on a cycle 
of Ml. Since M1 is strong, at least min{sl + 1, IYI} vertices of Y are contained in a 
path of Mi. The rest of Y has at most max{0, IY I -  s~ - 1} vertices. Hence the claim 
follows. 
Consider D"  = R[EI,M2 . . . .  ,Mr]. It is clear that D/' is (s' + 1)-strong totally 
•-decomposable and has less than n vertices. As above this implies that for every 
Y C= V(D") 
pc(Y,D") <<. max{l,  [YI - s' - 1}. (3) 
Let X be a set of k vertices of D. Set Y =X A V(MI) and Z =X A (V(D')). By 
(2) and (1), we obtain 
pc(Y, M1) <~ max{1,[YI - s l}  ~< max{1,k -s l}  ~ max{ l ,n -  nl} = n - nl. (4) 
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Note that pc(Z ,D-  M 1 ) <~ pc(X A V(D") ,D")+ 1. Using (3) and (1) we can show, 
analogously to the proof of (4), that pe(X N V(D"),D") ~< nl - 1. Hence, 
pc(Z,D - Ml ) <~ nl. (5) 
Since D = Zz[MI,D~], we conclude, by Lemma 4.1 and (4),(5), that D is k-cyclic. U~ 
Now we consider special choices of the family of digraphs treated in Theorem 4.3. 
Let ~u be the union of all symmetric, semicomplete bipartite, extended locally semi- 
complete and acyclic digraphs, and T is the union of all extended semicomplete and 
all acyclic digraphs. So, T C 71. 
One can check whether a given digraph D is totally V-decomposable in polynomial 
time using the approach developed in [1,2]. In [1,2], we did not treat the case of 
symmetric digraphs but this case is analogous to the others. 
To prove Theorem 4.6 below, we need the following results. 
Theorem 4.4 (Bang-Jensen and Manoussakis [5]). Every k-strong (k >~ 2) semicom- 
plete bipartite digraph is k-cyclic. 
Theorem 4.5 (Bang-Jensen and Gutin [1]). I f  D is a strong extended locally semi- 
complete digraph and Cl . . . . .  Ct disjoint cycles of D, then D has a cycle C with 
v(G u . . .  u c,) Z v(c). 
Theorem 4.6. Let k be an integer, k >~ 2. Then every k-strong totally tP-decomposable 
digraph is k-cyclic. 
Proof. According to Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 the only fact we must prove is that a 
k-strong (k ~> 2) extended locally semicomplete digraph is k-cyclic. But this follows 
from Theorems 3.3 and 4.5. [] 
In [4] Bang-Jensen and Huang proved that every quasi-transitive digraph is totally 
T-decomposable. This result and Theorem 4.6 imply the following. 
Theorem 4.7. For every positive integer k, every k-strong quasi-transitive digraph & 
k-cyclic. 
5. k-Cyclic semicomplete multipartite digraphs 
Theorem 4.6 can be extended to a more general class of digraphs if the following 
conjecture is true. 
Conjecture 5.1. Every k-strong (k ~> 2) semicomplete multipartite digraph is k-cyclic. 
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The special case of this conjecture for semicomplete bipartite digraphs was posed 
in [11] and recently proved in [5] (see Theorem 4.4). 
We give some support for Conjecture 5.1 in this section. If (x, y)  is an arc of  D, 
then we shall say that x dominates y (y is dominated by x) and denote this fact by 
x ~ y. For two non-intersecting sets X and Y of vertices of  D we shall say that X 
dominates Y (and denote it by X =~ Y) if, for every pair xEX,  yE  Y, either x ---+ y 
or x and y are not adjacent. Note that we will not distinguish between a cycle C and 
its vertex set V(C) below. Thus we shall often write x =~ C instead of  x ~ V(C). 
Lemma 5.2 (Goddard et al. [10]). I f  a vertex x is contained in a cycle of a semi- 
complete multipartite digraph D, then x lies on a cycle of  length at most four. 
Lemma 5.3. Let D be a strong semicomplete multipartite digraph and let Cl, C2 be 
disjoint cycles in D. Then, for every vertex x in G ,  there is a cycle C (depending on 
x) such that V(C2) U {x} c_ V(C). 
Proof. We first prove that there exists an ({x}, V(C2))-path P =x. . .y  and a (V(C2), 
{x})-path Q = z - . .x  such that at least one of the paths P and Q is an arc and either 
y = z +, or y = z ++ and x,z + are in the same colour class. Indeed, i f  x dominates a
vertex on C2 and is dominated by a vertex on C2, then it is easy to see that we can 
choose P and Q such that they are arcs. Assume that x ~ V(C2). Since D is strong, 
there exists a (V(C2),x)-path R = v , . .x  in D. We can set Q =R,  and P = (x,v +) or 
(x,v++). The case when V(C2)~ x is treated analogously. 
Now we use P and Q to finish the proof of  the lemma. I f  y = z +, the desired cycle 
can easily be constructed from P, Q and C2. If y : z  ++ and x,z + are in the same colour 
class, we distinguish two cases: either z + ~ x + and, then, PC2[y+,z+]Cl[X+,X] is the 
desired cycle, or x + ~ z + and Qx+Cz[z+,z] is the desired cycle. [] 
Proposition 5.4. Every 3k-strong semicomplete multipartite digraph is k-cyclic. 
Proof. We shall show that when X C_ V(D) and IxI = k there is a cycle, in D, con- 
taining all of X. We prove this by induction on k. When k : 1 it is obviously true, 
so assume that k >~ 2. Clearly, we can find a cycle C1 containing a vertex x CX, 
and no vertex from X -x .  By Lemma 5.2, we can assume that I V(C1)I ~< 4. Since 
D - (V(C1) - x) is 3(k - 1)-strong, it has a cycle C2 which contains X - x. If  
xE  V(C2) we are done, otherwise, by Lemma 5.3, the desired cycle exists. [] 
We can show that Proposition 5.4 is true for 2k instead of  3k, but we shall not 
provide a proof here, since our proof is rather long. Furthermore, we have verified 
Conjecture 5.1 for k ~< 5, but we leave out the proof which is rather technical. 
The following result is a consequence of the main result in [3]. 
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that a semicomplete multipartite digraph D has two disjoint 
cycles B and C such that V (D)= V(B)U V(C). Then D has a hamiltonian cycle 
unless either B has a vertex that dominates C or C has a vertex that dominates B. 
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In each of  the lemmas below we use the fol lowing notation Xs = X N V(B), 
Xc --2( N V(C)  and D* =D(V(B)U  V(C)).  
Lemma 5.6. Let B and C be disjoint cycles such that B contains a vertex u with the 
property that u ~ C. Let X C_ V(B) U V(C). Then either D* has a cycle covering X, 
or there is a vertex x E X~ so that x ~ C. 
ProoL  Suppose that there is no such x. We begin by showing that, for every x E X~, 
there is an arc (v ,w)  of C so that either v ---+ x -~ w or v ~ x --~ x + ~ w (we 
shall call such (v ,w)  a general partner of  x.) Indeed, i f  there is no arc (v ,w)  of  C 
such that v ---+ x ---+ w, then, by Lemma 5.5, either the desired cycle exists, or there 
is v E V(C)  so that v -  ~ x ---, v + and the vertices x and v are from the same colour 
class. Hence, either v ~ x +, in which case D* has a hamiltonian cycle, or x + ~ v 
and, then, v --, x ~ x + ~ v, showing that the arc (v - ,  v) is a general partner of  x. 
Let z E V(B) -Xe .  Consider the path B[z+,z]=-UlU2... Uf. Let i be the smallest index 
so that u~ EX and let (v ,w)  be a general partner of  ui. Let j ~> i be the highest index 
so that uj --~ w. Insert B[ui, uj] into C to obtain a new cycle C'  with V(C)C  V(C'). 
Since (v ,w)  is not a general partner o f  any vertex from X A {uj+l . . . . .  u t} ,  we can 
continue the process of  inserting vertices o f  XB into the actual cycle C'.  Finally, we 
obtain a cycle containing X.  [] 
Lemma 5.7. Let B and C be disjoint cycles such that B contains a vertex u with the 
property that u ~ C. Let X C_ V(B) U V(C). Suppose b E V(B) and b ~ C. []i Jor a 
vertex b' E V(B) - {b,b+},B[b,b '] NX C_{b,b'}, then either D* has a cycle covering 
X, or b ~ ~ C. 
Proof .  Assume that there is c E V(C)  so that c --~ b ~. Then either D* has a cycle 
containing all vertices of  X ,  or the vertices b and c + belong to the same colour class. 
Therefore, b -~ c ++ and either b + ~ c + or c + -~ b +. In both cases D* has a cycle 
through X. 
Lemma 5.8. Let B and C be disjoint cycles and let X c V(B)U V(C). f l a i l  vertices 
in X are f rom the same colour class o f  D, then either D has a cycle covering X, or 
one o f  the .following possibilities hold B - X~ ~ C and B ~ Xc or C - X~ + ~ B and 
C~X~.  
ProoL By Lemma 5.5, either the desired cycle exists, or one of  B and C contains a 
vertex u which dominates every vertex on the other cycle except the vertices from the 
same colour class as u. Without loss of  generality, we may assume that B contains 
such a vertex. Let B = ul u2. •. uful  and Xs := {ui,, Ug: . . . . .  ug,, }, where il < i2 <.  • • < i~j. 
Without loss o f  generality assume that ug, ~ C (see Lemma 5.6). By Lemma 5.7, 
{ ui,, ui, + I . . . .  , ui2 } - { ui, +1 } =~ C. Hence, for every j E { 1 . . . . .  g }, { u#, ugj+ l . . . . .  Ug,~ } - 
{ugj+l } ~ C. So, B -  X~- ~ C. 
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Assume that there exists bEX8 and cEXc  so that c--~ b +. Since b--~ c +, D* has 
a hamiltonian cycle; a contradiction. So, B =~ Xc. [] 
In [3] (see, also, [9]), it is shown that for every k/> 1 there exists a k-strong 
semicomplete multipartite digraph Dk that contains a spanning 1-diregular subgraph 
but has no hamiltonian cycle. In each of these examples, the semicomplete multipartite 
digraph Dk contains more than k vertices in one of the colour classes. Y. Guo and 
L. Volkmann (personal communication) state the following. 
Conjecture 5.9. I f  a k-strong semicomplete multipartite digraph D has at most k ver- 
tices in each colour class, then D contains a hamiltonian cycle. 
In support of  both this conjecture and Conjecture 5.1, we prove the following result. 
Theorem 5.10. Let D be a k-strong semicomplete multipartite digraph and let X be 
a set of k vertices from the same colour class of D. Then D has a cycle containing 
all vertices of X. 
Proof. Let X be a set of  k vertices all belonging to the same colour class of a k- 
strong semicomplete multipartite digraph D. By Theorem 3.3, there is a cycle subgraph 
F --- C1 U. • • U Ct covering X. Assume that t is the smallest possible, but t ~> 2. By the 
minimality of  F, every Ci contains a vertex from X. Let X/-----X N V(Ci) (1 ~< i ~< t), 
and let W be the union of  X1 +, X + . . . . .  X,+l. 
By Lemma 5.8, for each pair 1 ~<i<j~<t ,  either C / -X /+ =:~ C/ and Ci ~ Xj 
or Cj -X j  + ~ Ci and Cj ~ Xi. Hence, w.l.o.g assume that Ci -X ,  .+ ~ Ci+l and 
Ci ~ X+l,  i - -  1 . . . . .  t - 1 (corresponding to a hamiltonian path in the tournament 
T with vertex set {Ct . . . . .  Ct}; Ci ---* Cj in T if C i -X /+ :=> Cj and Ci =~ Xj). 
Let X /=X N V(Ci) (1 ~<i~< t), and let W be the union of  X +, X + , . . . ,  Xt+l. Since 
IWl < k, D - W is strong. Therefore, there is a (V(Ct), V(Ci))-path P, for some 
i E {1,2 . . . . .  t -  1 }, containing no vertices of  W as well as no vertices of  F except 
the first one utE V(Ct) and the last one vC V(Ci). Assume that u + =*, Ct-l. Then, 
by Lemmas 5.8 and 5.5, D(V(Ct-I  U C,)} has a hamiltonian cycle; a contradiction. 
Hence, there exists ut-1 c V(Ct-1) so that ut-i ~ u +. By continuing this process 
we can obtain vertices l.ti+l,Ui+ 2 , .  U t SO that Q Ci+l + . . ,  : [Ui+l,Ui+l] '" .C t [u? ,u t ]  is a 
path of  D. 
+ and let Y--X,. UX/+l U {u} if u is in the same colour class as the Let u ---- ui+ 1 
vertices in X. If u is adjacent o some vertex in X, we let Y = Xi U X/+1. Let D ~ = 
D(V(G)  U . - -  U v(q)  U v(e)) .  
First note that v-  ~ X, because v ~ W. If  v-  --+ u, then D t has a hamiltonian cycle 
containing the paths P, Q and Ci[v,v-], contradicting the choice of  t. I f  u ~ v-,  
then applying Lemma 5.8 to the cycles C/ and C~+~ and the set Y, we get from 
the minimality of  F that u ~ Y and v-  EX/+. Hence, v - -  ~ u and D'  has a cycle 
containing all vertices except v- ,  contradicting the minimality of  F, because v-q~ X. 
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Suppose finally that u and v- are not adjacent. I f  v - -  -~ u then we reach the same 
conclusion as above. Thus u ~ v - -  and then, by applying Lemma 5.8 to the cycles 
Ci and Ci+l and the set Y, we get from the minimality of F that u ~ Y and v - -  c ~+. 
Thus v - - -  ~ u and we get a cycle containing all the vertices of D' except v- and 
v - - ,  none of which are in X. Again this contradicts the minimality of F. [] 
We complete this section with the following. 
Conjecture 5.11. For every fixed positive integer k, there exists a polynomial algorithm 
to solve the following problem. Given a semicomplete multipartite digraph D and a 
set X of k vertices in D. Determine if D has a cycle through X. 
This conjecture is true for every extended semicomplete digraph (see [3]) and, in 
general, if k = 2 (see [6]). 
Note added in proof: Recently the third author has proved Conjecture 5.1 and Conjec- 
ture 5.9 (A. Yeo, Subgraphs in semicomplete multipartite digraphs, J. Graph Theory. 
to appear). 
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